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Weakly-supervised Learning for Single Depth based
Hand Shape Recovery
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Abstract—Recent emerging technologies such AR/VR and HCI
are drawing high demand on more comprehensive hand shape
understanding, requiring not only 3D hand skeleton pose but also
hand shape geometry. In this paper, we propose a deep learning
framework to produce 3D hand shape from a single depth image.
To address the challenge that capturing ground truth 3D hand
shape in the training dataset is non-trivial, we leverage synthetic
data to construct a statistical hand shape model and adopt weak
supervision from widely accessible hand skeleton pose annotation.
To bridge the gap due to the different hand skeleton definitions in
the existing public datasets, we propose a joint regression network
for hand pose adaptation. To reconstruct the hand shape, we use
Chamfer loss between the predicted hand shape and the point
cloud from the input depth to learn the shape reconstruction
model in a weakly-supervised manner. Experiments demonstrate
that our model adapts well to the real data and produces accurate
hand shapes that outperform the state-of-the-art methods both
qualitatively and quantitatively.

H

And pose estimation that aims to recover hand skeleton
joint positions is important for many applications, such
as AR/VR and HCI, and it has been studied for decades.
However, compared to hand pose estimation, the problem of
reconstructing full 3D hand shape model that consists of 3D
vertices, edges and faces between vertices has been rarely
studied [1], [2]. Compared to unordered point clouds, hand
shape model generally has the same geometric topology of
vertices for different subjects. This task is on high demand
by many applications involving accurate interaction in virtual
environment, which requires not only skeleton pose like many
previous work [3], [4] but also 3D shape that models the hand
skin. Hand shape recovery is essential to enhance experience in
AR/VR applications, especially, the modeling of hand-object
surface contacts when interacting with objects [5].
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Fig. 1. Overview of our network for hand shape recovery. Our method takes
point cloud from depth as input and generates the 3D hand shape model.
The hand shape reconstruction network recovers hand shape and joints with
a statistical hand model. The predicted hand shape is fed into joint regression
network to produce hand joints on the real data.

Besides challenges inherited from hand pose estimation,
such as occlusions and high degree of freedom, the lack of
ground truth on real data acts as one of the major difficulty
for 3D hand shape generation. One plausible solution is to use
synthetic data. However, it is not ideal due to the notorious
domain gap issue [6], [7]. In one of the most recent effort,
Malik et al. [1] proposed a deep learning model, named
DeepHPS, to learn hand shape and hand skeleton pose at the
same time. While hand pose and shape can be learned under
full supervision from the synthetic data, and the 3D hand pose
is further trained on real data with annotated ground truth hand
pose, the quality of the reconstructed hand shape is restricted
by the lack of ground truth hand shape and the gap between
the skeleton of predefined model and those of real datasets.
Another challenge is due to the domain gap issue. On one
hand, the hand pose skeleton definition varies from one dataset
to another, which prevents the pre-trained model on a synthetic
data from being finetuned on real datasets. For example, the
NYU dataset [3] uses a hand skeleton consisting 36 joints;
however the pose of ICVL dataset ICVL [8] has only 16
joints. Malik et al. [1] proposed to find an intersection set of
hand joints between the synthetic and real data, however this
intersection set only maintains partial supervision or may not
even exist in some case. How to effectively transfer 3D hand
pose knowledge from synthetic to real data under different
hand pose definitions is still an open problem. On the other
hand, it is even harder to transfer hand shape knowledge across
the domain. Malik et al. [1] does not handle this part on real
data and bets on the generalization capability of the network,
and as a result the shape on real data often comes with mean
shape and lack of details.
In this paper, we propose a new deep learning framework
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to predict hand shape model from a single depth image
(Fig. 1). To fully exploit pose annotations on real data with
a skeleton pose definition that might be different from that
of the synthetic data for pretraining, we design an auxiliary
joint regression network that takes our reconstructed 3D hand
shape as input to produce 3D hand skeleton joint on the real
data. This auxiliary network allows us to define supervised
loss on all the hand joints in the real data pose definition,
which effectively back-propagates gradient to the generated
hand shape. To learn shape on real image, we use Chamfer
loss between reconstructed hand shape and point cloud from
the input depth as the supervision. This encourages the model
to learn more detailed shape parameters, and produces the 3D
hand shape that is consistent with the input depth. Our method
is a weakly-supervised model due to the fact that we do not
adopt supervision on the hand shape and only use hand joints
and input point clouds as supervision.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1) We propose a deep learning framework for hand shape
reconstruction with easy-to-access weak supervisions of
hand pose and point cloud from the input depth;
2) We present a joint regression network, which uses hand
shape as input to predict hand joints and facilitates
the hand pose adaptation of different hand skeleton
definitions;
3) Extensive experiments demonstrate that our method can
produce accurate hand shape, and outperforms the stateof-the-art hand shape recovery methods in both hand
pose and shape accuracy.
I. R ELATED W ORK
Hand Shape Representation The hand shape can be represented with a combination of pose and shape parameters.
The pose parameters encode the location of hand joints, and
the shape parameters measure geometric details such as the
perimeter of the finger and thickness of the palm. Surface
mesh [9], [10] builds a linear shape basis by parameterizing
the variation of hand mesh in the neural pose, and adopts joint
rotations to describe the variation of hand pose. MANO [11]
borrows the idea from the famous human body model SMPL
[12] for hand, which is more accurate by introducing pose
dependent shape variation. Tagliasacchi et al. [13] introduce
a compact representation using sphere mesh representation,
which eases the collision detection task. In this paper, we adopt
a statistical hand model using SMPL model in our hand shape
reconstruction network, but the other similar hand models such
as MANO could be also used. We use SMPL for our hand
shape model, since SMPL could balance the representation
accuracy and efficiency well.
3D Hand Pose Estimation CNN based hand pose estimation
methods [14], [15], [6], [16], [17], [18] have progressed
rapidly and achieved excellent performance. Most of CNN
based methods [18], [19] get 3D hand joint locations by
regression, and a few efforts [3], [4], [20] estimate 3D hand
pose via 2D or 3D heatmaps for each joints using per-pixel
or per-voxel classification. Recently, CNN based methods
using 3D representations of depth, such as voxel [21], [4],
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[17], point cloud [22], [23] and graph [24], [25], adopt 3D
CNN, PointNet++ or Graph Convolutional Networks to regress
hand pose. We use point cloud to represent depth, and adopt
PointNet++ as backbone to recover hand shape and pose, since
PointNet++ is effective to achieve accurate 3D hand pose
related tasks [22], [23]. If the 3D point cloud of a depth image
is represented with graph, unsupervised representation learning
methods such as GraphTER [25] may be used to reduce the
high demand of label data.
Hand Shape Recovery Taylor et al. [26] recover personalized
hand models with a depth sequences where the user’s hand rotates 180 degrees whilst articulating fingers. Khamis et al. [9]
propose a hand model, and the parameters are trained jointly
on large-scale dataset. The key idea is to refine a cost function
that encourages the observed depth map to be explained by
the proposed articulated model. Following the spirit of [9],
Tan et al. [10] introduce a render-and-compare loss and use
Levenberg-Marquardt with finite difference approximation to
accelerate optimization. The above methods require several
frames to initialize hand model. In hand tracking problem,
Taylor et al. [27] and Tagliasacchi et al. [13] both use the
results of the previous frame as an initialization for current
frame. Though model-based methods can achieve pretty good
hand shapes, they require high-quality initialization to avoid
local minimal. Li et al. [28] conduct a self-supervised method
to learn linear blend skinning (LBS) and model fitting of
articulated shapes to point clouds. Malik et al. [1] propose
the first CNN network to recovery hand shape from single
depth. However, the quality of the reconstructed hand shape
using [1] is restricted by the gap between the skeleton of
predefined model and those of real datasets. Recently, Ge et
al. [29] propose a method to recover 3d hand shape and pose
estimation from a single color image. The method requires
pretraining on synthetic data and leads to incorrect hand shape
without pretraining. Different to previous methods, our method
can learn hand shape by transferring knowledge from synthetic
data to real data with supervision of hand pose, and use an
auxiliary network and Chamfer loss to bridge the gaps in both
hand shape and pose.
II. S YNTHETIC H AND S HAPE DATASET
In order to build statistical hand shape model, a large scale
of hand shape including sufficient variation in hand shape
and pose is necessary. However, it is a very tedious task to
capture hand shape even with the most advanced hand-held 3D
scanners such as Artec Spider scanner [30]. Moreover, public
hand pose datasets only contain hand joints, and it is timeconsuming to label 3D hand shape manually. Alternatively,
synthetic dataset is a practical way to solve the data deficiency
problem. The synthetic data plays a crucial role for learning
hand shape reconstruction model, and the diversity and realism
are important for the generalization capability of the model.
We first create a large high-fidelity synthetic hand shape
dataset. We use an Artec Eva scanner to collect hand shapes
under standard pose from 50 subjects, which are significantly
more realistic than CAD models as used in other datasets
[31], [1]. We then use a nonrigid ICP [32] to register all
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(a) Our hand shape dataset
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(b) Skeleton models

Fig. 2. (a) Our synthetic dataset with hand shape and pose variations. (b) The hand skeleton joint models in our synthetic dataset, NYU, MSRA and ICVL
datasets.

scanned hand shapes such that they have exactly the same
number of vertices and topology. This facilitates us to deform
hand shapes from the neutral pose to arbitrary pose, and
maintain the correspondence. To obtain a collection of realistic
poses, we summarize 1840 key hand poses from popular
datasets such NYU dataset [3] and BigHand2.2M dataset [33],
which include most hand interaction gestures. These poses
are applied to a standard skeleton of each subject, and we
employ professional artists to bind these poses with the hand
shape model using Maya [34]. Hand shapes of each subject are
deformed according to the poses of its corresponding skeleton.
Fig. 2 (a) shows several examples of our synthetic dataset.
We get a variety of hand shape models under different shape
and pose variations. Then we use Mitsuba [35] to render depth
images under different camera views. In total, we get 270K
pairs of depth map with ground truth hand shape and joint
positions. In our dataset, we have S = 50 subjects, each
subject contains P = 1840 poses, and each hand data has
N = 1305 vertices and K = 21 joints.
III. A PPROACH
As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), we propose a neural network to
reconstruct hand shape model from the point cloud from a
single depth image. Our network first adopts a hand shape
reconstruction network (Stage 1 and Stage 2 in Fig. 3(a))
to predict hand shape and its binding joints from the hand
point cloud via input depth. Then we design a joint regression
network to produce 3D hand joints on the real data with
our generated hand shape as input. Joint regression network
bridges the gap of hand pose in the synthetic and real datasets,
and it also back-propagates gradient to the generated shape,
providing a weak supervision for hand shape. Chamfer loss

between the reconstructed hand shape and the point cloud from
an input depth image provides an extra weak supervision for
hand shape, which encourages to produce 3D hand shape that
is consistent with the input point cloud.
A. Hand Shape Reconstruction Network
We adopt a two-stage hand shape network to generate hand
shape model (shown as Stage 1 and Stage 2 in Fig. 3(a)).
The hand shape network uses the point cloud as input, and it
is built upon PointNet++ [36], which has been proved as an
effective 3D representation for hand pose estimation [22], [23],
[16]. The point cloud is fed to PointNet++ with three point
abstraction levels, the last level extracts 1024-d global features,
then we use three parallel branch networks to regress hand
shape parameter β, hand pose parameter θ, and compute the
3D transformation between the camera and hand coordinate
system consisting rotation matrix R, translation vector t and
global scale s. The global scale s is used to adapt bone-lengths
of hand skeleton during training over different hand shapes,
similar to the spirit in [1]. The predicted hand shape and
pose parameters are fed to the hand model layer to infer hand
shape Vh and its underlying joints Jh in the hand canonical
coordinate system. Then we apply 3D transformation {s, R,
t} to hand shape Vh and hand joint Jh , and get hand shape
V and its binding joints J in the camera coordinate system.
In the second stage, we aims to refine the reconstructed hand
shape in the first stage. Inspired by the fact that normalization
is an effective approach to enhance hand pose estimation [22]
and recognition task [37], we align the input point cloud by
derotating the estimated joints on the palm in the first stage to
a canonical pose, then feed to the second stage shape network
to get the hand shape and hand joints in the hand canonical
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(a) Detail of our network for hand shape recovery and hand pose estimation

(b) Detail of the shape network
Fig. 3. (a) Detail of our network for hand shape recovery and hand pose estimation. Our method consists of three stages, takes point cloud as input and
generates the 3D hand shape of a hand and its 3D joints. Stage 1 and Stage 2 are named as hand shape reconstruction network, and Stage 3 is named as joint
regression network. (b) Detail of the shape network.

coordinate system. Finally, we get the hand shape and joints
to the camera coordinate using the inverse transformation of
palm derotation.
For our shape network, we adopt the same network architecture used in [23], which is built upon PointNet++ [36].
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the shape network uses two units
of grouping + per-point MLP, in which local features are
extracted by nearest points grouping, multi-layer perception
(MLP) and max-pooling. Finally, the hand pose θ, shape
parameter β and hand joint locations Jinput in the coordinate
system of input point cloud are predicted by three parallel
two-layer MLP units. For Stage 1, the coordinate systems of
input point cloud is the camera coordinate system; For Stage
2, the coordinate systems of input point cloud is the aligned
hand coordinate system with palm derotation.

B. Hand Model Layer
We represent a 3D hand shape model using SMPL model
[12]. SMPL model is a statistical model for human shape,
which encodes articulated human meshes with shape parameter and pose parameter. We implement SMPL model as a hand
model layer (See Fig. 3(a)). The layer outputs user-specific
hand shape V and joint locations J with given shape parameter
β and joint angles θ.
Firstly, the template shape T(β, θ) of a human hand at pose
θ is encoded by a low dimensional linear subspace as follows
T(β, θ) = B0 +

|β|
X
n=1

βn Bn +

9K
X

(Rn (θ) − Rn (θ0 ))Pn (1)

n=1

where the vector β = [β1 , ..., β|β| ]T is a shape parameter
to learn, Bn ∈ RN ×3 is a set of linear shape basis and
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B0 ∈ RN ×3 is a mean hand shape at neutral pose θ0 .
Denote {Rn (θ)} to be the n-th element of the concatenated
vector {R(θ)} with rotation matrices of all joints, and P =
[P1 , ..., P9K ] ∈ RN ×3×9K to be the pose blend shape weight.
|β|
The shape basis {Bn }n=1 and the mean hand shape B0 are
estimated using principal component analysis (PCA) with the
hand shapes at neutral pose θ0 in our synthetic hand shape
dataset.
Then we use a linear mapping matrix as [12] to get hand
skeleton location J0 (β) ∈ RK×3 in neutral pose using a hand
shape T(β, θ0 ) in neutral pose as follows
J0 (β) = Jre T(β, θ0 )

(2)

where the linear mapping matrix Jre ∈ RK×N is estimated
with the hand shape and hand joints using the joint loss (See
Section III D) on our synthetic hand shape dataset.
Secondly, we use linear blend skinning (LBS) to get the
hand shape at a given hand pose θ. The hand shape with a
given hand pose θ can be represented by the template hand
shape T(β, θ) and J0 (β) through the skinning weights W =
{wi,b } as follows
Vi (β, θ) =

K
X

wi,b Gb (θ, J0 (β))G−1
b (θ0 , J0 (β))Ti (β, θ)

b=1

(3)
where the skinning weight wi,b defines how the rotation of
bone b affects a vertex Vi . The matrix Gb (θ, J) is a global
transformation from local joint coordinate system to the world
coordinate system, bp is the parent index of bone b along the
hand skeleton tree. The vector Ti (β, θ) is the coordinate of
vertex i in the template shape T(β, θ) at pose θ.
We learn the skinning weight W and pose blend weight
P with our synthetic hand shape dataset. The details can be
found in the appendix.
C. Hand Pose Adaptation
The hand shape reconstruction network can be trained under
full supervision on our synthetic hand shape dataset with
ground truth shape. In order to make our model fully trainable
on real data without hand shape supervision, we design a joint
regression network and a Chamfer loss (See Section III-D) to
bridge the domain gaps in hand pose.
We notice that the underlying hand skeleton joints of hand
shape in our dataset are different to those in the public hand
datasets (Fig. 2(b)). In order to handle the skeleton gaps
in different datasets, we present a joint regression network
for hand pose adaptation. The input of the joint regression
network is a reconstructed hand shape via the hand shape
reconstruction network, and the output is hand skeleton joints
defined in each real dataset (NYU, ICVL, MSRA). Inspired
by the spirit in [12] that human joints can be estimated with a
linear mapping of human shape (similar to Eq.(2)), we design
the joint regression network as a fully connected layer without
nonlinear activation function. Our joint regression network can
support more diverse and effective joint adaptation and achieve
good generalization performance.

D. Loss Functions
Hand shape reconstruction network is trained with joint loss
LJ , Chamfer loss LC , shape loss LS and mean shape loss
LB0 , and the shape loss LS is used only if the ground truth
3D hand shape is available. The joint regression network is
trained with joint loss LJ only. The total loss function for full
network is defined as follows:
Ltotal = λJ LJ + λC LC + λB0 LB0 + 1λS LS

(4)

where λJ , λC , λB0 , λS are the loss weights, set to 2, 1, 1, 1,
respectively, 1 is an indicator function that is 1 if ground truth
3D hand shape is available for a depth image and 0 otherwise.
Joint Loss We use Euclidean distance between the ground
truth and predicted hand joints
K
X

LJ =

||Ji − J∗i ||22

(5)

i=1

where Ji and J∗i are the predicted and ground truth coordinates
of joint i, K is the joint number. Since the skeleton joints
in our synthetic dataset are different to those in real datasets
(Fig. 2(b)), in the hand shape reconstruction network we use
the common joints in our synthetic dataset and a real dataset
to compute joint loss. In the joint regression network, we
compute joint loss using joints commonly used for evaluation
in a real dataset.
Chamfer Loss We use Chamfer distance to evaluate the
distance from the input point cloud and predicted hand shape,
which is designed to bridge the domain gaps in hand shape of
synthetic and real data
LC =

Q
X

||pi − Vn(i) ||22

(6)

i=1

where pi is i-th point of the input point cloud, and Vn(i) is the
nearest vertex on the predicted hand shape to pi . In addition,
we use a distance cut-off threshold τ = 5 mm to ensure the
loss function robust to the outliers, and Q is the number of
points with ||pi − Vn(i) || ≤ τ .
Shape Loss We compute Euclidean distance to evaluate the
difference between the ground truth and predicted hand shape
vertices. The shape loss is used when training and testing on
our synthetic dataset, and we do not adopt the shape loss on
real datasets.
N
X
LS =
||Vi − Vi∗ ||22
(7)
i=1

Vi∗

where Vi and
are the predicted and ground truth coordinates of vertex i of the hand shape, and N = 1305 is the
number of vertices.
Mean Shape Loss We compute Euclidean distance between
the mean hand shape B0 and user-specific template shape
T(β, θ), and enforce the shape variation of hand at neural
pose to be small and reasonable
LB0 =

N
X
i=1

||Ti (β, θ0 ) − B0,i ||22

(8)
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where Ti (β, θ0 ) and B0,i are the coordinates of the i-th vertice
in the predicted template shape and the mean shape at neural
pose θ0 , respectively.
E. Implementation Details
The method is implemented with Tensorflow [38] with a
NVIDIA Titan X GPU. We use ADAM optimizer to update
weights with a batch size of 32. The learning rate is set to
0.001 and 0.9 weight decay per epochs. We train the whole
network in an end-to-end manner, and we adopt the same loss
for Stage 1 and Stage 2. Since the real hand datasets lack
diversity of hand size or camera viewpoint, we conduct online
data augmentation [18] by rotating, shifting and scaling the
input hand point cloud.
1) Details of Data Augmentation: Since all the real benchmarks lack the diversity of hand shape or camera viewpoint,
we conduct online data augmentation using rotation, shifting
and scaling to make our model robust.
Rotation We apply a rotation on input point clouds and
corresponding joint annotations. The rotation angles in Euler
angles representation are sampled from uniform distribution
of [-π/6, π/6], [-π/6, π/6], [-0, π/2], respectively.
Scaling Shape variance is limited in some datasets. We
apply an in-plane scaling on input point clouds and corresponding joint annotations which add noise to x and y coordinates. The scaling factor sampled from uniform distribution
of [1/1.2, 1.2], [1/1.2, 1.2] for x and y axis, respectively.
Shifting We add a random shifting noise to the input
point clouds and joint annotations. The translation vectors are
sampled from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a
standard variance of 0.0125.
2) Details of Joint Supervisions: There are two kinds of
joint supervisions in our network. The first one is at the end of
joint regression network, and the second is at the end of each
shape network. Since the joint regression network is designed
to predict the desired hand joints of each datasets, we adopt
the annotated hand joints in each dataset for joint supervision.
In our shape network, we adopt joint loss supervision as one
of weak supervisions for hand shape. However, as shown in
Fig. 2(b), the predicted skeleton with our hand model layer has
21 joints, which are inconsistent to the hand skeletons in the
main hand pose datasets. Due to the inconsistency, we perform
approximated supervisions for the joints. The key idea is to
use the nearest joint pair in our and annotated skeletons to
compute the joint loss in the hand shape networks. The joints
that do not have a proper approximated joints for supervision
are not used to compute the joint loss of our shape network.
During the training stage, we use equal weight for all joint loss
functions at first, but drop joint loss of hand shape network
by 10 times after training for 20 epochs, since it is only
approximated supervision for the joints in hand shape network.
NYU dataset For NYU dataset, each frame has 36 joints
annotation as shown in Fig. 4 (a) (left). As shown in Fig. 4
(b) (right), we choose finger joints with their indices in [31,
29, 27, 26, 25, 24, 22, 20, 19, 18, 16, 14, 13, 12, 10, 8, 7, 6,
4, 2, 1] of ground truth joints to compute the joint loss with
our predicted joints. The rest of joints in the NYU dataset
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are not used for joint supervision of the hand shape network
because they are so far from the hand joints in our hand model
(See Synthetic Data of Fig. 2(b)) to be a good supervision.
The approximated correspondences between the hand joints
of our hand model (blue circles) and the annotated joints for
supervision (red circles) are connected with blue lines in Fig. 4
(a) (right).
ICVL dataset For ICVL dataset, we first transform our
joints by adding a virtual palm center joint as the middle point
of our wrist center (indexed as 1) and our root joint of middle
finger (indexed as 10), then choose finger joints with their
indices in [1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20,
21] from our transformed joints shown in Fig. 4 (b) (right) to
compute the joint loss. The pairs of our joints of our model
(blue circles) and the annotated hand joints for supervision (red
circles) are connected with blue lines in Fig. 4 (b) (right).
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
NYU dataset contains 72K training frames and 8K testing
frames with 3D hand pose annotations. Each frame has 36
annotated joints, we choose 21 joints close to our predefined
skeleton joints to supervise the joints of hand shape network,
and we adopt the commonly used 14 joints [3] for hand pose
evaluation.
ICVL dataset contains 16K training frames and 1596 testing
frames. Each frame has 16 annotated joints, which are used
to supervise part of joints in hand shape network.
MSRA dataset contains 76K frames which captured from 9
different subjects. We follow the protocol [18] and use leaveone-out cross validations for evaluation.
Our synthetic hand shape dataset consists of 270K synthetic
depth image with hand shape and hand pose annotation, 243K
frames for training and 27K frames for testing. This dataset
is mainly used to evaluate the hand shape performance of our
method in the ablation study.
To evaluate hand pose, we use two standard evaluation
metrics, which are widely used in many hand pose estimation
work [39], [40], [41], average joint error and percentage
of good frames where maximum joint error under a given
threshold. To evaluate hand shape, on our synthetic hand shape
data we use the mean error between the mesh vertices of
ground truth and predicted hand shape, named shape error; On
real datasets we use the mean Chamfer distance from input
point cloud to the predicted vertices of hand shape, named
point cloud error, due to the lack of ground truth shapes. We
also use qualitative results for evaluation.
B. Comparison to State-of-the-art Methods
The public hand datasets do not contain hand shape annotations, thus we compare to the state-of-the-art hand shape
recovery methods, DeepHPS [1], Tagliasacchi et al. [42], Tan
et al. [10], Taylor et al. [27] using the popular evaluation
metrics, such as joint error in previous hand shape methods
[10], [1]. DeepHPS [1] is the state-of-the-art CNN-based hand
shape recovery method from depth. The methods [42], [10],
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(a) Annotation and our skeleton on NYU dataset.

(b) Annotation and our skeleton on ICVL dataset.

Fig. 4. Details of joint supervision. The red solid circles denote joints of the ground truth annotation, and the blue solid circles denote joints of our skeleton.
By selection and transformation, the pairs of joints used to compute joint loss are connected with blue lines.

(a) Ours vs. [42][27][10] on NYU

(b) Ours vs. [1] on NYU

(c) Ours vs. [1] on ICVL

Fig. 5. Comparisons with hand shape recovery methods on NYU and ICVL datasets.

(a) NYU

(b) ICVL

(c) MSRA

Fig. 6. Comparisons with hand pose estimation methods on NYU, ICVL and MSRA.

[27] are all model-based methods using nonlinear optimization, which need several frames to initialize personalized hand
shape model and use temporal information to estimate hand
shape and pose. For fair comparison, we train our network
from scratch on all datasets.
The methods [42], [27], [10] conduct evaluations only on
the first 2,440 test frames in NYU dataset, and use ten
joint positions to compute error in each frame. In order to
conduct fair comparison with them, we report results for the
same test frames and the same joints. During the comparison

with [1], we adopt the whole test set and the joints used in
[22] for evaluation. Fig. 5 (a) shows the comparison with
the hand shape recovery methods [42], [27], [10] on NYU
dataset. We observe that our method outperforms [42], [10],
[27] on NYU dataset. Fig. 5 (b) compares with the hand
shape recovery method DeepHPS [1] on NYU, and Fig. 5
(c) compares with DeepHPS [1] on ICVL. DeepHPS and
DeepHPS:finetune are the models trained from scratch and
fine-tuned from the synthetic datasets in [1], respectively. We
observe that our method is superior to DeepHPS [1] for both
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TABLE I
3D J OINT E RROR ( IN MM ) U SING DIFFERENT BACKBONE NETWORKS ON
NYU AND ICVL DATASETS .
Network
Ours (2DCNN, one-stage)
Ours (PointNet++, one-stage)
DeepHPS [1]

NYU
13.96
13.70
15.80

ICVL
9.94
8.67
10.50

datasets. The mean joint errors of our method are 7.08mm
and 5.48mm lower than those of DeepHPS and DeepHPS
finetuned on NYU dataset, 2.90mm and 1.40mm lower than
those of DeepHPS and DeepHPS finetuned on ICVL dataset.
The point cloud error from input point cloud to the predicted
hand shapes with our method and DeepHPS are 5.44mm and
10.67mm, respectively. Therefore, hand shape models with
our method get better alignment with the input point cloud.
We compare our method with a recent method [2] that is the
current state-of-the-art single depth based hand shape recovery
method, and we find that our method also achieves better hand
pose estimation on NYU dataset (Ours: 8.72mm, [2]:11.8mm).
We also compare the performance of our method with the
hand pose estimation methods on NYU, MSRA, ICVL datasets
(refer to Fig. 6). All the compared methods here can not predict
the hand shape. Our method achieves competitive performance
on three datasets, only 0.33mm, 0.75mm, 0.18mm worse than
state-of-the-art methods on NYU, ICVL and MSRA dataset.
The performance on ICVL and MSRA dataset may subject to
randomness given the noisy ground truth as mentioned in [43].
Our method achieves better performance than DeepHPS [1].
In order to investigate whether the main performance gain is
due to the used different backbone networks in our network
and DeepHPS (Ours:PointNet++, DeepHPS:2DCNN), we design almost the same network to DeepHPS [1], named ’Ours
(2DCNN, one-stage)’, in which Region Ensemble (REN) [44]
is used as the backbone network of PoseCNN [1] and the
same ShapeCNN as [1] is adopted to estimate the hand shape,
and then we use Chamfer loss to supervised the predicted hand
shape by ShapeCNN and put our joint regression network after
the recovered hand shape. For fair comparison, our method
and DeepHPS use the same training data, and do not pretrain
on synthetic datasets. From Table I, we can see the 3D joint
error of our method is better than those of DeepHPS for NYU
dataset and ICVL dataset though the same backbone network
and the similar network architecture are used in DeepHPS and
’Ours (2DCNN,one-stage)’. Therefore, the weak supervision
of hand shape with Chamfer loss and the joint regression network are a key source of our main performance gain. Then, in
order to verify that our main performance gain over DeepHPS
is not due to the used backbone network PointNet++, we
conduct comparison experiments with ’Ours (2DCNN,onestage)’ and a PointNet++ based one-stage network by removing the shape network in Stage 2 from our full model (See
Fig. 3(a)), which is named ’Ours (PointNet++,one-stage)’.
From the comparison between ’Ours (2DCNN,one-stage)’ and
’Ours (PointNet++,one-stage)’, we observe that PointNet++ is
effective to improve the performance of network, but it does
not lead to significant performance gain.
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C. Ablation Study
We use NYU dataset [3] and our synthetic dataset to
evaluate the effect of each component in our model. The joint
numbers of the hand joint regression network (denoted as
reg-joint) on NYU dataset and the underlying joints of our
hand shape model are 14 and 21, respectively. To conduct
fair comparison with/without joint regression, we set the joint
number of reg-joint as 21 in the ablation study.
Effect of Chamfer Loss. We firstly evaluate the effect of
Chamfer loss on hand shape and hand pose estimation using
our synthetic dataset. Table II (a) compares the joint loss, joint
+ Chamfer loss and joint + shape loss. Though the mean joint
errors are similar for the three types of loss functions, the
shape error and point cloud error reduce 2.26mm and 0.57mm
by adding Chamfer loss.
The shape error with Chamfer + joint loss (i.e. under
weak supervision) is only 0.48mm higher than that with fully
supervised shape + joint loss. We also show the impact of
Chamfer loss on joint error using NYU dataset in Table II (b).
The joint error without Chamfer loss is 0.48mm higher than
our full model with Chamfer loss. Fig. 7 shows the impact
of Chamfer loss on the hand shape recovery qualitatively.
Though the joint loss can solely enforce good hand pose
estimation, Chamfer loss can improve the alignment between
the recovered hand shape and the hand point cloud as well as
the hand pose. Therefore, Chamfer loss can enhance the hand
shape recovery and the hand pose estimation results.
Effect of Joint Regression Network. We evaluate the effect
of our joint regression network on hand pose estimation using
NYU dataset. Table II (b) compares the hand joint error
and point cloud error with and without the joint regression
network. The joint error and point cloud error are reduced
by 2.89mm and 0.46mm using the joint regression network.
Therefore, our joint regression network can reduce the gap
between our predefined hand skeleton and the hand skeleton
in the real dataset.
Effect of Shape Network in Stage 2. We evaluate the effect
of shape network in Stage 2 using NYU dataset by removing
it. From Table II (b), we can see the 3D joint error and the
point cloud error increase by about 5.0 mm and 2.2 mm after
removing the shape network in Stage 2 while keeping the rest
of our network remained. Therefore, shape network in Stage
2 benefits the hand shape recovery and hand pose estimation.
Effect of Mean Shape Loss. We evaluate the effect of mean
shape loss on hand shape and hand pose estimation using NYU
dataset. As we can be seen in Table II(b), removing mean
shape loss increases the 3D joint error and point cloud error
by 0.6mm and 1.22mm. These results show that mean shape
loss contributes to the final performance. As shown in Fig. 8,
removing mean shape loss may lead to unnatural finger shape
deformations in the recovered hand shape (row 2 to row 4),
and also the misalignment between the recovered hand shape
and the input point cloud (row 1).
D. Qualitative Results
Fig. 9 shows qualitative results of hand shape reconstruction
and pose estimation on NYU, MSRA, ICVL datasets. We
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TABLE II
A BLATION STUDY ( IN MM ). ( A ) E FFECT OF DIFFERENT LOSS FUNCTIONS ON SHAPE RECONSTRUCTION AND HAND POSE ESTIMATION ON OUR
SYNTHETIC DATASET. ( B ) E FFECT OF JOINT REGRESSION NETWORK ( REG - JOINT ), C HAMFER LOSS , THE SHAPE NETWORK IN S TAGE 2 ( SHAPE - NET 2)
AND MEAN SHAPE LOSS ( MEAN - SHAPE ) ON NYU DATASET.
Loss
joint
joint + Chamfer loss
joint + Shape loss

3D Joint Error
3.12
3.12
3.13

Shape Error
6.46
4.2
3.72

Network
3D Joint Error
Point Cloud Error

(a) Effect of different loss functions

w/o reg-joint
w/o Chamfer loss w/o shape-net 2
w/o mean-shape
11.61
8.38
13.13
8.67
5.90
6.16
7.56
6.63
(b) Effect of different network modules and loss functions

full
8.20
5.39

Fig. 7. Comparisons of the recovered hand shape without/with Chamfer loss in NYU dataset. We show the correspondences between recovered hand shape
and input point cloud. Chamfer loss helps to align the recovered hand shape with the point cloud better.

and Fig. 13, respectively. We can see that the recovered hand
shape models with our method get better alignment with the
input point cloud than those with [1] on NYU dataset. From
Fig 10 to Fig. 13, we observe that the hand shape and hand
joints are accurate under a variety of hand gestures.

Fig. 8. Comparisons of the recovered hand shape without/with mean shape
loss (mean-shape) in NYU dataset. The hand shape reconstruction errors
without mean-shape are highlighted with red circles.

show the hand joints with the joint regression network and
the reconstructed hand shape models with the underlying
joints, and we compare our hand shape models with those
with DeepHPS [1] on NYU dataset. We can observe that our
method can achieve accurate 3D hand shape and pose results,
our shape models get better alignments with the input point
cloud than those with [1], and the joint regression network can
adapt our hand skeleton model to different skeleton models in
real datasets.
We also provide more qualitative results for NYU, ICVL,
MSRA and our synthetic datasets in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a deep learning framework to
recovery hand shape from the point cloud of a single depth
image, which can be trained in a weakly-supervised manner on
real data using only easily accessible hand skeleton pose annotations. We design a joint regression network that facilitates
the hand pose adaptation of different hand skeleton definitions.
We also introduce a Chamfer loss to encourage geometric
consistency between our prediction and the point cloud of
input depth. We find that the Chamfer loss can enhance the
hand shape performance in a weakly supervised manner. With
the help of these specific design for domain adaptation, our
model learns both hand pose and shape knowledge from the
training data at the same time, and outperforms state-of-art
hand shape recovery methods. Experiments demonstrate that
the our method achieves better performance than the stateof-art hand shape recovery methods. Although our method is
designed for hand shape recovery, it can also inspire related
researches such as human body and face shape reconstruction.
A PPENDIX
E STIMATION OF S KINNING W EIGHT AND P OSE B LEND
W EIGHT
We follow [12] to learn the skinning weight W and pose
blend weight P with our synthetic hand shape dataset. To this
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Fig. 9. Qualitative results for NYU [3], MSRA [39] and ICVL [8] datasets. We compare the output hand shape with our method and DeepHPS [1], as well
as output joints with our method and ground truth joints.

end, we minimize the vertex reconstruction error using the
following object function
XXX
∗
L(W, P) =
||Vs,p,i
− Vs,p,i (W, P, βs , θs,p )||
s

p

n

(9)
∗
where Vs,p,i
is the ground truth position of the i-th vertex of
subject s at the pose p, Vs,p,i (W, P, βs , θs,p ) is the estimated
position of the i-th vertex of subject s at the pose p with the
shape parameter βs and pose parameter θs,p via Eq. (3).
In Eq. (9), the hand shape parameter βs can be obtained
by projecting the hand shape T(βs , θ0 ) at the neutral pose to
|β|
the orthogonal basis {Bn }n=1 , and the hand shape T(βs , θ0 )
and the hand joints J0 (βs )) required by Vs,p,i can be both
exported during when we construct our synthetic hand shape
dataset using Maya.
The above optimization problem is solved with Tensorflow
using ADAM optimizer. The learning rate is set to 0.01 and
0.9 weight decay per epochs. In the real training dataset, the
skinning weight and pose blend weight are not optimized.
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Fig. 12. Qualitative results on MSRA dataset. We visualize the output hand shape with underlying joints, and a rendered image under a different viewpoint,
as well as output joints and ground truth joints.

Fig. 13. Qualitative results on our synthetic dataset. We visualize the output shape with underlying joints, and a rendered image under a different viewpoint,
as well as output joints and ground truth joints.

